DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
1. Cut plastic on top cap at dotted line.
2. Pull open and attach string or wire.
3. Add water to fill line on bag.
4. Hang trap outside near a fly source (garbage, compost pile, dog run, stable) to draw flies away from home entrances and outdoor living areas. Strong odor may occur if not placed in well-ventilated area.
5. Attractant pouch will dissolve and activate within 2-5 hours, creating an odor attractive to flies.
6. Replace trap when full, when contents dry out, or after 30 days — whichever comes first.
7. Close cap.
8. Deposit in trash for collection.
9. Wash hands with soap and water.

Helpful Hints: Weather conditions affect fly activity and trap effectiveness. In hotter temperatures, place traps in shade. In cooler temperatures, flies will be more active where it is warmer, so place traps in sun-exposed areas.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.
STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry, well-ventilated location out of reach of pets and livestock.
DISPOSAL: Deposit in trash for collection. Wash hands with soap and water.

Learn more about flies and other insects by visiting our website at www.rescue.com.
On Twitter? Follow us! twitter.com/rescue

MADE IN USA with 90% U.S. parts
Sold by Sterling International, Inc.
3808 N. Sullivan Rd., Bldg 16
Spokane, WA 99216-1630 USA
TOLL FREE: 1-800-666-6766

EPA Reg. No. 84565-2-49407
EPA Est. No. 49407-WA-001
International Trademarks
Made under one or more of the following patents: U.S.
4873787, 4899485; Australia 608980; Canada 1327270.